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Abstract. We study the zero-temperature behavior of the Ising model in the
presence of a random transverse field. The Hamiltonian is given by

H= -J Σ σ,(x)σ,(y)
<*,y>

where J > 0, x, yeZd, σ 1 ? σ 3 are the usual Pauli spin ̂ matrices, and h = (/z(x),
are independent identically distributed random variables. We consider the ground
state correlation function <σ3(x)σ3(-y)> and prove:

1. Let d be arbitrary. For any m > 0 and J sufficiently small we have, for almost
every choice of the random transverse field h and every xeZd, that

for all yeZd with C x h < oo.
2. Let d ̂  2. If J is sufficiently large, then, for almost every choice of the random
transverse field h, the model exhibits long range order, i.e.,

Iimo<σ3(x)σ3();)>>0

for any xeZd.

1. Introduction

Quantum spin systems with random parameters have been introduced to study
the effects of impurities in several physical systems (see for example, Halperin, Lee
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and Ma [1] where models related to superfluidity and superconductivity were
discussed).

Examples of such systems are given by quantum X — Y, Heisenberg and Ising
models in the presence of a random transverse field. In [1] it was argued that for
such models localization should take place in the ground state of the system
destroying the long-range order of the non-random component of the spin system,
for sufficiently high disorder.

Klein and Perez [2] have studied the quantum X — Y model with a random
transverse field in one dimension and proved localization in the ground state of
the system for any disorder. In particular they proved exponential decay for the
two-point function, which is to be compared with the polynomial decay obtained
by Lieb, Schultz and Mattis [3] for zero transverse field. Their method was to
map the model into a free Fermi gas in the presence of a random external potential;
the one-particle Hamiltonian for the Fermi gas turned out to be the one-
dimensional Anderson Hamiltonian and exponential decay for the two-point
function followed from Anderson localization.

In this article we study the Ising model in the presence of a random transverse
field. The corresponding deterministic model appears in the pseudospin formulation
of several phase transition problems and was used to study order disorder
ferroelectrics with a tunneling effect by de Gennes [4] and magnetic ordering in
materials with singlet crystal field ground state by Wang and Cooper [5]. The
one-dimensional deterministic model was studied by Pfeuty [6] following Lieb,
Schultz and Mattis [3].

The Ising model with a random transverse field is given, in a finite volume
A c= Zd, by the Hamiltonain

HΛ=-J Σ σ3(x)σ3(y)-Σh(x)σ1(x)
<x,y>cΛ xeΛ

acting on the Hubert space ^Λ=^)^x, with j^x = C2 for all x, where J>0,
xeΛ

<x,y> denote a pair of nearest neighbor sites, σ l 5 σ 3 are the usual Pauli spin |
matrices:

0 \ /O 1

0 -1

with σ^x), ί = 1, 3, xe/1, the corresponding operator on J^Λ acting only on J^x. The
random transverse field is h = {/z(x),xeZd}, where the h(x\xeZd are taken to be
independent identically distributed random variables. Since for any x0eλ we have

σ3(x0)ΉΛσ3(x0) - HΛ+ 2/ι(x0)σ1(x0),

we can take h(x) ̂  0 without loss of generality.
If h(x) > 0 for all xeZd, HΛ has a unique ground state ΩΛ for each A and, the

correlation functions

are monotone increasing in A and decreasing functions of each h(x). These follow
from the representation oϊHΛ as the generator of a positivity improving semigroup
plus correlation inequalities derived in the corresponding path space (see the
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discussion in Sect. 2). We can thus define the infinite volume ground state correlation
function by

<σ3(x)σ3(y)> = lim <σ3(x)σ3(y)> Λ, (1.1)
ΛsZd

preserving the monotonicity in each h(x). We will always assume P{h(x) > 0} = 1.
The deterministic uniform model, i.e., h(x) ΞΞ ft > 0 for all x, is one of the simplest

quantum spin system with a non-trivial phase diagram, typical for a large class of
models exhibiting discrete symmetry breakdown. The relevant parameter is ( = h/J.
In any dimension there exists 0 < Ci ^ Ci < °° sucn tnat if C > (2 tne correlation
function (1.1) decays exponentially and if C < C ι there is long range order [7,8].
In one dimension it is known that ζ1 = ζ2 = 2 [8].

It follows from the monotonicity of (1.1) in each h(x) that, with ζ(x) = h(x)/J,
the random model correlation function decays exponentially if ζ(x) > ζ2 with
probability one, and exhibits long range order if ζ(x) < ζ1 with probability one.
Thus, if 0 < a ̂  h(x) ̂  b < oo with probability one, the random model will exhibit
a phase transition by varying J.

The interesting nontrivial case is thus when the events {ζ(x) > ζ2}
 and (CM < Ci }

both have nonzero probability, so the system exhibits Griffiths' singularities.
Typical cases would be when each h(x) is uniformly distributed or the interval
[0,1] or exponentially distributed. Let p1=P{ζ(x)<ζl\p2 = P{ζ(x)> ζ2\

 and
recall P{h(x) > 0} = 1. Then, we have lim/?! = 0, lim/?2 = 1 so for J sufficiently

J|0 J j O

small we should expect exponential decay of the correlation function (1.1) with
probability one. On the other hand, lim pί = ί, lim p2 = 0, so for sufficiently large

J-> oo J-» oo

the system should exhibit long range order.
Our results are

Theorem 1.1. Suppose E(h(x)~δ) < oo for some δ>0. Then for any d — 1, 2, . . . and
m > 0 there exists J1>0 such that for any J <JV and for almost every choice of the
random transverse field h and every xeZd we have

for all yeZd with Cxh < oo.

Theorem 1.2. Let h(x) have an arbitrary distribution. Then for any d^.2 there exists
J2 < oo such that for all J > J2 we have, for almost every choice of the random
transverse field,

lim <σ3(x)σ3(>;)>>0
\y\-xn

for any xεZd.

Following Driessler, Landau and Perez [8] we write the correlation function
(1.1) as the limit of two-point functions of (d + l)-dimensional classical Ising models
with ^-dimensional disorder. In Sect. 2 we show that

where < >(n) is the expectation for the classical Ising model on Zd x-Z with
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Hamiltonian

- Σ Σ n

where tanhKπ(x) = e-(2wh(χ\ Models of this type were studied by Campanino and
Klein [9], who developed a multiscale expansion to prove exponential decay for
the (d + l)-dimensional system with d-dimensional disorder, and gave a simple
percolation argument to show long range order when d^.2. They proved analogous
results to Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 for such models, but their results can be applied
directly only for n fixed. In this article we refine their methods to obtain estimates
uniform in n for n large.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we discuss some general features
of the deterministic model, construct the associated path space and the approxi-
mation by classical Ising models. In Sect. 3 we obtain mean field type bounds on
the deterministic system which will give the initial step for the multiscale analysis.
Section 4 contains the multiscale analysis and the proof of Theorem 1.1. In Sect. 5
we prove Theorem 1.2.

2. The Approximation by Classical Ising Models

Let ^Λ={1, -1}Λ, if σe^Λ we have σ = {σ(x)9xεΛ} with each σ(x)e{l, - 1}.
If we identify C2 with P({1, - 1}) in the obvious way we can identify 2tf with

); notice that the matrices of linear operators with respect to the standard
base in either C2 or 3Pλ are now the kernels of the same operators on /2({1, — 1})
or 12(&Λ), respectively.

In this representation the operator σ3(x) is given by multiplication by the
function σ(x), for each xe/1. Thus, if we write

HΛ=H'Λ + H'Λ
with

H*Λ is given by multiplication by the function — J Σ σ(x)σ(y) and #Λ =
_, <x,y>c/i

— L h(x)σ1(x) generate a positivity improving semigroup since h(x) > 0 for all x
xeΛ

and

has a strictly positive kernel for ί > 0.
It follows from the general theory that HΛ generates a positivity improving

semigroup and hence HΛ has a unique ground state ΩΛ which is a strictly positive
function. In particular, there exists a path space, i.e., a stochastic process
(σ(X t);xeΛ, teR} taking value on {1, — 1}, stationary and symmetric with respect
to ί, such that, for example,
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where < > denotes the expectation in the stochastic process (see, for instance,
Klein and Landau [10] for a general discussion).

In our situation JfΛis finite dimensional, HΛ, H1

A, H*Λ are therefore bounded
self-adjoint operators, so it is possible to do everything more explicitly. For example,
to show uniqueness of the ground, let λ < H1^ we have

00

(HΛ-λΓ1=(H'Λ-λΓ1 Σ (-H'^H^-λΓ1)",
n = 0

the series being uniformly convergent for λ«HI

Λ. It clearly follows that for such
λ, (HΛ— A)'1 has strictly positive kernel and hence the Perron-Frobenius theorem
applies so we can conclude that HΛ has a unique ground state ΩΛ which is a
strictly positive function.

The operator H*A has the (normalized) unique ground state Ω(^ given by

for all σe^Λ. It follows immediately that

(βΛ,

so for any operator A in Jf Λ we have

>, e ~(βl2}HΛ Ae

Following Driessler, Landau and Perez [8] we can use Trotter's product
formula to conclude that, if B c= /I,

Y[σ3(x)\ =(ΩA9Ylσ3(x)ΩAJ=Um lim / Π Φ, 0) Y"' (2.1)
xeB I A \ xeB / p GO n co \χeB / A,β

where < >(^}

 β is the expectation for the classical Ising model on Zd x - Z with
n

Hamiltonian given by (1.2) restricted to the region Λ x ί — —,— n-Z 1, with
free boundary conditions. \L J n /

Since our classical Ising models are ferromagnetic and we are using free
boundary conditions, we can apply correlation inequalities to obtain

\ (π) / \ (n)

Π σ P O ) ^(Π^)} (2-2)
AΓeW / Λ,β \XeW / Λ',β'

\ 7]« I
Thus we can interchange the limits in (2.1) to conclude

^ xeB

so using again (2.2) we obtain the existence of the limit

. (")
σ3(x) } = lim ( Π <

,xeB
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In particular we obtain (1.1).
More generally, for a fixed finite A we define

so we have existence of

(σ3(x,ήσ3(y,s)y= lim <σ3(x,ί)σ3(:M)>Λ
Λ^Zd

and
<σ3(x,ί)σ3(y,s)> = lim <σ(X,t

w)σ(y9s
(nW\ (2.3)

«-*• oo

where for reR we let r(n) = - [nr] if r ̂  0 and r(n) - - r ("} if r < 0.

3. Percolation, Self-Avoiding Walks and Mean-Field Bounds

For each n we consider the bond Bernoulli percolation model on Zd x - Z with
occupation probabilities

{1 — e~
2(J/n) if ί = s, x, y nearest neighbors

1 p-2Kn(x) \f γ _ ,. \t „! _i — £ n x — y, i r — s | — -

0 otherwise

The corresponding percolation probability will be denoted by Q(π); notice that
it depends on the choice of the random transverse field h.

If W c = Z d x R , we set W(n) - W Γ l f Zd x -Z V If X, YeW^, by X — > 7 we1 '\ n ) w
mean that AT is connected to 7 by a path of occupied bonds in W(π). We set

It follows from the Fortuin-Kasteleyn representation of Ising models and from
Fortuin's comparison principles (see Aizenman et al. [11]) that

<σWσ(y)>Sj )gG§J )(A r,y), (3.1)

where the left-hand-side denotes the two-point of the classical Ising model in Zd x -Z

with Hamiltonian given by (1.2), restricted to the region W(n) with free boundary
condition.

Following Campanino and Klein [9], we will prove Theorem 1.1 by showing
decay for G(n\X, Y).

Since iϊX — > Y we can always find a self-avoiding walk in W("} starting at X and

ending at 7, we also have

G$\X, Y) ̂  S$(X, Y), (32)
where

S§(X,Y) = ΣW, (3-3)
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the summation being taken over all nearest neighbors self-avoiding walks w in
W(n) that go from X to 7, i.e., W:{Q,l,..., w|}-^W ( n ) with w(0) = X,w( |w | )= 7,
and w(z'), w(ί + 1) nearest neighbors, w(z') / w(j) if i Φj. Here

(w) _ ΓT π(n)
W — 11 <fw(i),w(ii + l )

Another similar bound for <σ(A>(y)>(M) (but not for G(n\X, 7)) was obtained
by Fisher [12]:

^ S$\X9 7), (3.4)

where S^ is defined also by (3.3) but with q^y replaced by

tanh — if t = s, x, y nearest neighbors

tanhXn(x) if x = j;, ί-s |=-

0 otherwise

Let W - A x [- T, T], with /I c Zd. Following Fisher [12] we estimate (3.3)
by replacing the self-avoiding condition by the weaker requirement of no immediate
return after a vertical step, obtaining

where the first summation runs over all walks τ in A from x to y, the second
summation being over the number of vertical steps kt taken by τ after the ith

horizontal step, with kt > 0 if the steps are upwards, fcf < 0 if downwards, the prime
in the summation accounts for the restriction

In particular,

Recall n(x) = tanh—, and set hΛ = minM4 We get

(3.6)

(3.7)

<[ 1-tanh^
n

< 1-tanh

»ι«-,ι
Σ (i_ e -<2J/«>)M Σ l-tanh^

τ:x-*y *o,lcι,...,t|τΛ

Σ Σ
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for any 0^<5< 1, using (3.7) and (3.6); where the sum over k0,...,k\τ\-ί is now
unrestricted.

Thus, we have

Σ ίi!i> (3.8)
\ lϊ τ .x^y

where

1 -tanh-
n

If 0 < 2dR < 1, we have

V R\*\=(-RΛ.+ n-Vv ιΛ<v"'v (3.9)

where ZiΛ is the centered Laplacian in A a Zd, i.e., ΔΛ(x, y) = 1 if x and y in A are
nearest neighbors, and equals zero otherwise. Thus it follows from (3.8) and (3.9) that

δn\t-s\

We have

,. , 4J
± A A A A bn,d — /ι c \ 7 '(l-δ)hΛ

It follows that, if —- < 1, we have
(1 - δ)hΛ

(3.11)

for any 0<δ < 1.

Similarly, if - - — — < 1, we have
(1 - ό)hΛ

"1

<| ι \
- I - * - / ^ r \ t I *"̂

(3.12)
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In particular, from (1.1), (2.3), (3.4) and (3.12) we immediately get

Theorem 3.1. Suppose h = inf h(x) > 0.
xeZd

Then, if 2dJ <h we have

for all x,yeZd.
More generally, we have

\x9y)

for any x, yeZd, ί, seR and α/ί 0 g <5 < 1 such that 2dJ < (1 - <

4. The Multiscale Analysis

We will now prove Theorem 1.1. Our proof follows the proof of Theorem 2.1 in
[9], the main difference is that we need to control the limit as n-> oo in (1.1) so
we must perform a multiscale analysis uniformly in n for n large.

In view of (3.1) Theorem 1.1 will follows from

Theorem 4.1. Suppose E(h(x)~δ) < oo for some δ>0. Then for any d ̂  1, m > 0 and
v > I there exists Jt > 0 and nv < oo such that if J < J l 5 then for almost every choice
of h we have

for all n^n1,x,yeZd, £,seR, with CX j h = Cx h(J, m, v) < oo.

We will restrict ourselves to the case v = 2, the modification for arbitrary υ>l
will be clear. Notice we use the notation |(x,ί)| =max{ |x | , | ί | } , where |x| = H x H ^
for xeZd.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 will use properties of independent bond percolation,
including the Harris-FKG, van der Berg-Kesten (v — BK) and Hammersley-
Simon-Lieb (HSL) inequalities. The first two will be used as described in [9], but
we will need a slightly different form of the HSL inequality which follows from
the v — BK inequality.

Let Λ,Λ'dZdJJ'c:R,\V = ΛxI, W = Λf xΓ. Let W(n) = W n Zd x -Z ,
similarly for W(n\ We set

δg}(W, W) = < (y,s)eW(n)n W/(M); where ί y,s -f - j or ( y,s - - eW / ( w )\W ( n ) ,

(9(

κ

n)(W, W') - { <(y, 5), (/, s) >; (y, s)e W ( Λ )
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If W = Zd x R, we omit W. We also write δ(ll)W = δg )Wu{Z;<Z,Z />eδ (

ϊ?
)W

for some Z'}.
Now let jreW ( π )n W(n\ YεW(n)\V/(n\ it follows from the HSL inequality that

, Y) g Σ G^nW'(
Zeδ^ίW.W')

Z',Y). (4.1)

For large n, 1 — e~2J/" « — this factor is needed in (4.1) since a vertical line of
n 1

length T contains rcT points of Zd x -Z.

We will use the following consequence of (4.1). If X eW(n), let

G<$(X,d)= X GW(*,Z) + (1-£Γ2 "") X G<5>(*,Z).
Zed^W (Z.Z^eaj^W

Then, for AΈW^n W/(w), 7eW/(II)\W(n), we have

G^(^, y) ̂  G^(X, 5)GW,(Z19 7) (4.2)

for some

Z1Ed^(^i,W)^{Zf ^Z,ZfyGd^(^,W) for some Z}.

We will now start the multiscale analysis. For xeZd and L> 0 let us consider
the hypercube

ΛL(x)={yeZd'9\x-y\^L}.

For X = (x, ί)eZrf x R, L > 0, T > 0, we consider the cylinder

BLtT(X) = ΛL(x)x[t-T,t+T]

and, in particular

BL(X) = BLe,L(X)

Definitions. Let m > 0, L > 0, n > 0. A site xeZd is said to be (m, L, π)-regular if

for all n ̂  n and Yed(n}BL((x,Q)). Otherwise x is said to be (m, L, ή)-singular. A set
Λ c= Zd is called (m, L, ή)-regular if every xe/1 is (m, L, π)-regular.

If x is (m, L, ή)-regular we have

(4.3)

for all n>n, teR and all L sufficiently large.

Theorem 4.2. Assume E(h(x)~δ)< oo /or som^ δ > 0. Fix J > 0, and let p>2d2.
Suppose there exists m0 > 0, L0 > 0 and n0>0 such that

P{0 is (m0, LO, n0) - regular} ^ 1 - — .
^o

Lβί αeί 2d,- ), set Lk + ί= L^k = Q,l,... . Then for any 0 < m^ < m0 ί/zm? exists
V dy
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L(p, d, m0, m^, α, J) < oo, nondea 'easing in J, such that ifL0>L there exists n < oc
such that

P{0 is (m^, LΛ, n) - regular} ^ 1 - —
•kfc

/or α// fc = 0, 1,2,....

Theorem 4.2 implies Theorem 4.1. For given m > 0 let ra0 = 2m, ra2 = m, take
A = ΛL(0) and suppose that

/ϊΛ>16dJe2 m° (4.4)

and

hΛ>4m0Le^L. (4.5)

It follows from (3.2) and (3.11) that if (4.4) and (4.5) hold we have that 0 is
(wQjLjWj-regular for some n^ > oo if J is sufficiently small and L sufficiently large.

Let EJίL be the event that (4.4) and (4.5) hold. We have

P(£cj,L) ̂  (2L+ l

Thus there exist Jα > 0, L < oo such that if J ^ Jα, L > L we have

Now pick L(J2) from Theorem 4.2, take L0 > max (L(JJ, L}, and pick 0 < J1 ^ J2

such that P(£JfLo) ̂  1 — — for allJ ̂  J1 . Since L(J) is nondecreasing in J we have
^o

L(J) < LO and hence we can apply Theorem 4.1 for J ^ J1.
Theorem 4.1 now follows from Theorem 4.2 by the proof of Corollary 3.2 in

[9]. Notice that under the conclusions of Theorem 4.2 the estimates can be done
uniformly in n for n ̂  n.

Theorem 4.2 is proved in a similar way to Theorem 3.1 in [9]. Again, the main
difference is that the estimates have to be done uniformly in n for n large enough.
This has been built in our definitions of regular sites and regular regions, which
include the uniformity in n for all n large enough.

For the benefit of the reader we will sketch the proof stating clearly the main
steps in the framework of this paper and highlighting the differences from [9].

Theorem 4.2 is proven by induction. The induction step is given by the following
lemma.

Lemma 4.3. Let p > 2d2, αe(2d,p) and L= P. Suppose

P{0 is (m, /, n) — regular] ^ 1 — —

with m > — -p. Then, we have

" "V 7

P{0 is (M, L, n) - regular ^ 1 - 77
JL/
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with

M^m — (a^m + α2)—7= ̂ L

for some constants al9a2 independent of I in case I and ή are sufficiently large.

As in the proof of Lemma 3.5 in [9], one starts by picking a positive integer
R such that

For / large enough we can show that

( R

P< there exists xl9...,xReΛL(Q) such that /1L(0)\ (J A2l(xj)
( j=o

is a (m, /, n) - regular region > ̂  1 - —-. (4.6)
J 2L

We now want to estimate Gj£(0)(0, Y) for Yεd(n)BL(ty and n ̂  ή. There are two
distinct cases: either Y is in the vertical boundary d(y}BL(0) or in the horizontal
boundary d$BL(Q). We can restrict ourselves to the case when the event described
in (4.6) holds.

Sublemma 4.4. Suppose there exist xl,...,xReAL(^} such that

ΛL(O)\ U Λ2l(Xj)
7=1

3
is (m, /, n)-regular region. Then, if I is sufficiently large and m > —-̂ , we have

V

ri(n) /Γj y\ < ,,-MιL
^^(O)^ r = e

with

M1 ^ m — (α3m + α4)—— ̂  —-p=

x/ i

for all Yεd(y}BL(ϋ) and n^n, for some constant, α3,α4 independent of I and n.

Proof. Same as Sublemma 3.6 in [9].

R

Sublemma 4.5. Suppose there exist x l 5 . . . , xRe/lL(0) such that A' = ΛL(0}\ [J Λtκ(Xj)
α J=1

is a (m, /, n)-regular for 1 < K < —-,
2d

_ ) Λ f ( x j ) ]nΛL(ΰ),

and suppose

_ ! _ tanh^Y" ^ e ' 1 (4.7)
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for all n^n, where σ > 0 is a given constant. Then, ifm ^ — ,\ < τ <κ — ^,we have

L(n) (0 V] < p-M2eί 4

BL(0)\υι I ) = e

for Yed(ffBL(0), n^n, with

for I sufficiently large.

Proof. The proof proceeds as in the proof of Sublemma 3.7 in [9] with one
important modification. The main difficulty in the proof is how to control the
percolation inside the cylinder based on the singular region. This was done in [9]
by introducing the event Ds of the existence of a vertical disconnection at height s
in a certain neighborhood of the singular region. In this paper we replace Ds by
the events

ί
/)<«) = ^all horizontal bonds <(x,ί),(j;,ί)> are vacant for x,yeΛ, nearest

neighbors, te[_s,s + l]n-Z, and for each xeΛ at least one vertical bond

of the type ( (x,ί),( x,ί+ - j ) , ί , f+ -e[s,s+ l]n-Z is vacant >.
\ V n) I n n \

We have

there is no connection from A x {s(n}} to Λ x {(s 4- l)(n)},

- 1
contained in Λ x - Z >,

n

and

QW(DP) ^ (e-wyM FT - - tanh
χ "

By (4.7) we have

where ξ = 3d σR, for all n ̂  n. Apart from this modification the proof is identical
to that of Sublemma 3.7 in [9].

To finish the proof of Lemma 4.3 we need only to show that

P{(4.7) holds for all n ̂  n} £ 1 - -̂
2*i-j

This follows from the following lemma.

Lemma 4.6. Let μ = logE((l - e"h(x}Γδ\

σ = 2δ~1 (2dJδ + μ + log 2), v - δσ.
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Then, there exists n < oo such for all n ̂  ή and all Λ c Zd finite we have

( ί ί \ι(κ\\n\ 1
PL-2^|Λ|Π !_ ̂ t a n h " W U e - * l * l U e - v l > i l .
I xe/i \ \ / / J

Proo/. Notice μ < oo since E(/z(x)"δ) < oo. Using Chebychev's inequality we get

p \ e - 2 d j \ Λ \ ΓT( ι _ ( ι_tanh-^-)^ε
I -1- -*- \ \ τ/1 / I

Γ Γ/7 / Λίx)\Λ~ΠΊ | Λ |

E ( ( ι _ ( i - t a n h ^ -
L LVV V n J J JJ

h\n _
Since lim 1 — tanh - } =e h, there exists n such that if n ̂  n we have

/ι\Λ"Π

- ^«/ / J

ι
E 1 - 1 -tanh- ^2E[(1 -ίΓ*

Choosing ε = ^~σ | Λ |, the result follows.
This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.2.

5. Long Range Order

We first discuss the existence of long-range order and spontaneous magnetization
in the ground state for the uniform deterministic model. Related results may be
found in the literature (see Ginibre [7] for a finite temperature discussion, Pfeuty
[6] for an explicit solution in d = 1 with periodic boundary conditions, and also
Driessler, Landau and Perez [8]), but none are in the form needed in this work.

Our Peierls' argument is performed in the classical Ising model approximation
coupled with Fisher's trick [12] for summing over contours, which allows estimates
uniform in n.

Let, for xeZd.

Then

<P+(x)P-(y)>= lim <P+(x,
n~* oo

where

+ , .
2 n

We now apply Peierls' contour argument to the right-hand side to obtain

y => (χ,θ)

where the sum is performed over all closed contours y in the dual lattice of Zd x - Z
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enclosing the point (XO). For the deterministic model with h(x) = h for xeZd,

where yh are the horizontal elements of y and yv the vertical elements of y. We now
perform the sum over y by fixing \γh\=L, and an upper bound is obtained by
summing over all possible numbers of vertical steps (with no immediate returns)
after each horizontal step:

L\2d}Le-2K»Lxl 2(2d~1}

«(d-l)tanh-
n

Now

, htann-
n

.h
tanh-

n n
and for n > J,- - ~2j^ < and therefore,

f4d(2d-l)h\2 ίh\ .f f4d(d-l)h
^ } c A -} if '

where: cd(x) is monotonically increasing in x for x §; 0, cd(0) = 2d. Therefore for all

x,yeZd, <σ3(x)σ3(^)> ̂  α > 0 for some a > 0, provided I - J cd < -. The
V ^ / ^

above discussion may be summarized as follows.

Theorem 5.1. Let d^.1 and consider the d-dίmensίonal deterministic model with
h(x) = h. Then there exists hc(J, d) > 0, monotonically increasing in J with
lim hc(J, d) = oo, such that ifh< hc(J, d\ there exists a(h, J,d)>ΰ with

J->oo

for allx,yeZd.

Proof. From the above discussion hc(J, d) ̂  h(J, d), where

Monotonicity of hc(J, d) follows from Griffiths inequalities.
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Remark 5.2. If we consider the deterministic model restricted to a half space
Z + = {(x !,..., xd)eZd, xί ^ 0} the same results with essentially the same proof hold
true with h* (J, d) and α+ (d, J/i) substituting for the corresponding quantities. From
Griffiths inequalities it follows that

Λc

+ CM) <#(./).

To prove long range order for the random system we first introduce the
independent site percolation model in Zd, where a site xeZd is said to be occupied
if h(x) ̂  (1 — ε)/ιc

+(J, d\ for 0 < ε < 1. Therefore the probability of occupation of a
site is

Now, from Theorem 5.1 and Remark 5.2 /ιc

+ ( J, d) -» oo as J->oo and therefore
there exists J2 such that p(J) > p*d) for all J > J2, where p(

c

d) is the critical value for
the d dimensional site percolation problem. So, if J > J2 with strictly positive
P-probability there exists an infinite selfavoiding path w of occupied sites starting
at the origin:

i-> 1*̂ 0 = 0, w^W; if J / 7 ,

We then consider the model in Zd given by

00

HW= -J Σ σ3K )σ3K +ι)- X h(x)σ1(x).
i = 0 xeZd

Notice that the points xeZd, x ^ w f for all i, are completely decoupled from the
points in w. Therefore, the corresponding correlation functions are given by:

where the right-hand side is the two-point function of a one dimensional model
in the half line with h(i) ̂  (1 — ε)/ιc(J) for every i eZ + . Therefore, from Theorem 5.1
and Remark 5.2

From Griffiths inequalities it follows that

<σ3(wo)σ3(w;)> ̂  <σ3(w0)σ3(w;)>w ̂  a > 0

which implies:

ϊϊm

Ergodicity then implies that, with probability one, there exists zeZd such that

lim <σ3(z)
|3> |->oo

As in [9] we now use the Harris-FKG [13] inequality, whose validity is
guaranteed by the path-space approximation, to get
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This implies that if J > J2, with probability one

lim <σ3(x)σ3(j;)>>0
M-^OO

for every xeZd, thus proving Theorem 1.2.
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